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Abstract---Nowadays, more and more people are using computers for work, particularly among office 

workers. There is a high risk of fatigue during working time or after that. This fatigue condition might be experienced 

physically and mentally by the workers. Numerous studies have examined fatigue in employees working physically, but 

the purpose of this research is to recognize mental and physical fatigue for employees working with age-related 

computers.  This study is a quantitative study with forty-one employees as the participants. The study took place in one 

of the government universities in Indonesia. Physical fatigue was assessed using the Whole Body Reaction Tester 

(WBRT) and emotional fatigue (EF) was assessed using the Bourdon Wiersman Test. The data were tested by normality, 

homogeneity, and T-tests. The results showed that the elderly group experienced visual physical fatigue while the 

younger group experienced audio physical fatigue. Some of the participants felt secure with mental fatigue at work 

speed and had issues with mental fatigue at work accuracy and consistency. Further research needs to be carried out in 

order to determine the causes of these problems. 

Keywords---Computer users, physical fatigue, mental fatigue, age, whole body reaction test, bourdon 

wiersman test 

 

I. Introduction  

Fatigue may be described as a diminished capacity to conduct tasks at the optimal degree due to lassitude or 

fatigue of mental or physical strength (Hallowell, 2010; Gander et al., 2011). Those are signs of neurological 

degradation attributable to the symptoms of exhaustion. For example, exhaustion inhibits the role of the prefrontal 

cortex, thereby influencing simple and complicated cognitive functions such as the capacity to focus and assimilate new 

knowledge, schedule, interpret and react to new stimulus (Angus & Heslegrave, 1985; Harrison & Horne, 1999; Lorist 

et al., 2000; Van Dongen & Dinges, 2005). Due to physiological deterioration, exhaustion can seriously impair the 

individual's capacity to function comfortably and efficiently.  

Fatigue is often commonly characterized as a physiological condition of diminished mental or physical 

capacity arising from sleep deprivation, circadian period, and workload (Walker, 2006; Poolton et al., 2007; Purvis et 

al., 2010). Potential health implications arising from extensive computer associated study have been of substantial 

apprehension ended the past period, through tiredness and musculoskeletal topics (e.g. Sillanpää et al., 2003; Buckle, 
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2005; Jens Wahlstrom, 2005; Woods, 2005; Kimura et al., 2007) and idea concerns (e.g. Blehm et al., 2005; Woods, 

2005) as prime instances.  

Throughout the meantime, numerous experiments have been performed to assess specific risk factors for job-

related upper extremity disorders (WRUEDs) across separate occupational groups for computer-related research with 

WRUED (e.g. Faucett & Rempel, 1996; Lassen et al., 2004; Andersen et al., 2008; Janwantanakul et al., 2008).  

Fatigue is common issue in universal community as well as in prime and behavioral health treatment 

environments (e.g. Zafran et al., 2011; Günther et al., 2017; Manikanta et al., 2020; Bramastyo & Syarifah, 2020). The 

high levels of fatigue-related incidence are especially disconcerting because exhaustion adversely impacts everyday 

functioning and quality of life (Mäurer et al., 2016) and results in substantial economic costs (Fann et al., 2018). Given 

the individual and financial meaning of this disorder, it leftovers little recognized then under-treated. 

Fragment of the explanation for our inadequate comprehension is exhaustion a dynamic, multidimensional 

structure is completely individual. For case, tiredness may be categorized into peripheral or central fatigue (e.g. Davis, 

1995; Schillings et al., 2003; To et al., 2019) while peripheral fatigue is directly linked to the pathophysiological nature 

of the disease, central fatigue is characterized by symptoms that transcend some observable physical disability.  

Tiredness can often take separate psychological or bodily aspects, such as elements have been found through 

the variety of illnesses (e.g. Westbrook et al., 2016; Rizou et al., 2016; De Gucht et al., 2017). Physical exhaustion is 

defined by somatic symptoms of weakness (i.e. loss of stamina or influence forte), while intellectual or behavioral 

exhaustion is described by difficulties in focusing and loss of alertness and capacity to perform cognitive activities 

involving self-motivation (e.g. Shokri et al., 2005; Simpson & Zambuko, 2011; Binnie, 2015)  

Numerous experiments have been performed to deal with exhaustion and jobs. But most of the research studied 

exhaustion in employees whose jobs require more physical activity. Some of them are a report by Sneddon et al. (2013) 

“Stress, fatigue, situation awareness and safety in offshore drilling crews”, the essay by Techera (2017) “Measuring and 

Managing Construction Worker Fatigue”, and a book by Shinar (2017) “Fatigue and Driving”. Sørengaard et al. (2019) 

conducted Longitudinal and cross-sectional analysis of the connection among character and tiredness between alteration 

hands of the connection among character and tiredness between change workforces. In the meantime, this study focused 

on fatigue felt by computer-based workers. Boolani et al. (2020) manierre performed an exploratory multivariate 

analysis investigating associated characteristics of mental and physical exhaustion and strength. Thus Lou et al. (2001) 

studied Exacerbated physical fatigue and mental fatigue in Parkinson's disease. These two researches looked at mental 

and physical exhaustion related to energy, depression, and insomnia.  

This current study explored the mental and physical fatigue correlated with age of computers users. As we 

know, computers use has become an integral part of many professions over the last decades. The complexity of the 

office job has changed with the advent of computer data processing. Extended device usage subjects staff to a heavy 

visual and sensory load and the use of a mouse and keyboard means repetitive movements of the upper extremity.  

Any scholars have also conducted studies on the use of machines. Blagojević et al. (2012) studied the Risk 

Factors for Health Disorders of System Operators in Telecom Serbia. Thus Hwang et al. (2010) studied the impact of 

inactive computer period and non-computer period on the production of electronic operation tracking. Most sof the 

previous computer usage experiments have still struggled with physical activity.  
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The analysis was therefore designed to determine the degree of fatigue felt by the staff working with the 

computers. Measurement of mental fatigue was conducted using the Bourdon wiersman (BWT) method, whereas 

physical fatigue was assessed by the Whole Body Reaction Test (WBRT).  

The participants in this research were staff members of one Indonesian higher institution in Sumatra Utara. 

Employees operate on a machine for a total of 6 hours a day and 5 full working days. It ensures that the staffs operate 

30 hours a week in front of the machine. Most of them use a device to format papers.  

The research also established the extent of exhaustion related to the age of employees. The findings define 

exhaustion dependent on age. Participants were divided into three age classes. The first group composed of workers 

under 20 and 30 years of age, the second category of workers under 30 and 40 years of age and the third group of 

employees above 40 years of age.  

Many people claim that working in an educational facility is more comfortable than in any other environment, 

because workers are not harassed. This research explored the mental and physical exhaustion felt by the staff. There are 

two forms of physical exhaustion; audio physical fatigue and visual physical fatigue. There are three forms of mental 

exhaustion assessed in this analysis. These are mental fatigue on working speed, mental fatigue on working accuracy, 

and mental fatigue on working consistency.  

There are four degrees of audio-visual physical exhaustion encountered by the assessment workers. The rates 

are regular, mild, serious, and extreme. Some of the workers felt a modest degree of audio-visual physical fatigue. 

There are also four degrees of emotional fatigue felt by workers. They are fine, decent, adequate and questionable. 

 

II. Method  

Data 

The participants in this study were the workers using computers in one university in Sumatera Utara, 

Indonesia. Forty one participants were chosen randomly. The participants consist of 31 male workers and 10 female 

workers. The data then were divided into three groups based on the age. The groups of participants can be seen from the 

Table 1. 

Table 1 

Group of the participants 

Gender 

Group 1 

(20-29 years old) 

Group 2 

(30-39 years old) 

Group 3 

(>40 years old) 

Male 10 10 11 

Female 3 6 1 

Total 13 16 12 
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The first group consists of the participants whose ages are around 20-29 years old. There are 13 participants in 

this group with 10 male participants and 3 female participants. The second group consists of 16 participants whose ages 

are around 30-39 years old. This group has the largest numbers of participants among other groups with 10 male 

participants and 6 female participants. The last or the third group consists of participants whose ages are more than 40 

years old. There are 12 participants with 11 male participants and only one female participant.   

Instrument 

Normality test 

Normality Test is one of the evaluation criteria for study and is used to determine whether or not the research 

data carried out has a normal distribution. The normality test used for this analysis is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

normality test. The basic concept of the Kolmogorov Smirnov normality test is to equate the data distribution (which 

will be checked for normality) with the standard normal distribution (e.g. Lilliefors, 1967; Razali & Wah, 2011; Marwa 

Ahmed Fadl, 2019). So it can be said that the Kolmogorov Smirnov test is a measure of the difference between the 

normality test data and the standard normal data. The test method is, as in the usual difference test, if the significance is 

below 0.05, it means that there are significant differences or abnormal data, and if the significance is above 0.05, there 

is no significant difference and it means that the data is normal, not different from normal standards. The benefit of this 

method is that it is clear and does not cause variations in interpretation between one observer and another observer. 

Table 2 

Normality test on physical and mental fatigue 

Physical and mental 

fatigue 

M

ean 

Kolmogorov-

Smirnov 

Si

g. 

St

atus 

WBR audio - Pretest 
0

.448 
0.2 

p

>0.05 

N

ormal 

WBR visual- Pretest 
0

.542 
0.2 

p

>0.05 

N

ormal 

Speed - Pretest 
7

.667 
0.2 

p

>0.05 

N

ormal 

Accuracy - Pretest 
1

1.268 
0.071 

p

>0.05 

N

ormal 

Consistency- Pretest 
6

.491 
0.2 

p

>0.05 

N

ormal 

 

The final results of the normality test above indicate that the samples tested were normally distributed, with a 

significance value greater than 0.05. 
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Homogenity and T-Test 

Homogeneity test is done as a prerequisite for analysis of variance that will be used in this report. 

Homogeneity test is performed by Levene test on every component. The method of testing is as in the normal 

homogeneous test, if the significance is below 0.05, the data are not homogeneous, and if the significance is above 0.05 

then the data is homogeneous. As for the t-test, the value of the t-test must be less than 0.05 such that the result is 

accepted. 

 

Table 3 

Homogenity and T-Test on Physical and Mental fatigue 

Physical and mental 

fatigue 

Levene

’s Test 

Si

g. 
 

T

-test 

St

atus 

WBR audio  0.373 

p

>0.05 

H

omogen 

<

0.001 

H

a 

 

A

ccepted 

WBR visual 0.224 
<

0.001 

Speed  0.134 
<

0.001 

Accuracy  0.343 
<

0.001 

Consistency 0.175 
<

0.001 

 

The final result of the homogeneous test above shows that the sample tested is homogeneous, with a 

significance value greater than 0.05. The result of these homogeneous tests above showed that the sample tested is 

homogeneous, with a significance value greater than 0.05. The fatigue levels of the participants were measured by the 

Whole Body Reaction Tester (WBRT) and Bourdon Wiersman test. 

This study used two instruments in measuring the physical and mental fatigue. Whole Body Reaction (WBR) 

test was applied to measure the physical fatigue of the participants. From this test, the audio-visual physical fatigue 

measurement of the participants was achieved.  

The second instrument was Bourdon Wiersma test. This tool test was applied to measure the mental fatigue of 

the participants. Mental fatigue on working speed, mental fatigue on working accuracy, and mental fatigue on working 

consistency was achieved from this measurement. These two instruments were used to get the data from the 

participants. 
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Data Analysis 

The data in this study were 41 participants which consisted of 31 male workers and 10 female workers. More 

participants or about 16 workers were in group 2 which means their ages were 30-39 years.  Most of the participants or 

about 18 workers have been working for over than ten years. The working period of the participants can be seen from 

the Table 4. 

 

Table 4 

Working period of the participants 

Wo

rking period 

Group 1 

(20-29 years 

old) 

Group 2 

(30-39 years 

old) 

Group 3 

(>40 years 

old) 

< 5 

years 
8 3 

0 

< 

10 years 
5 6 

1 

> 5 

years 
- 7 

11 

 

The participants whose working period was less than 5 years were about 11 workers. Most of the participants 

or about 8 workers were in the group 1 whose ages were 20-29 years. While the participants whose working period was 

less than 5 years included in group 2 whose ages 30-39 years were about 3 workers.  

The participants who had less than 10 years working period were about 12 workers. Five participants in group 

1, six participants in group 2, and only one participant was in group 3. On the other hand, the workers whose working 

period was more than 10 years were about 18 participants. There was no participant whose working period is more than 

10 years in group 1. It is because the participants in this group were still young so it was impossible for them working 

more than 10 years. There were 7 participants in group 2 whose working period was more than 10 years. And there 

were 11 participants in group 3 whose working period was more than 10 years. There were more participants in group 3 

whose working period was more than 10 years than other groups because the older participants should have worked 

longer than others. 

Physical Fatigue Measurement 

After grouping the participants into 3 groups then the participants were given Whole Body Reaction Test 

(WBRT) to measure the physical fatigue. There were two kinds of physical fatigue which were measured in this test; 

they were audio physical fatigue and visual physical fatigue. The results of the measurement were ranged from the 

normal, mild, medium, and severe. The Figure 1 explained the audio and visual physical fatigue. 
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Figure 1. Audio Physical Fatigue measurement 

 

After measuring the physical fatigue using Whole Body Reaction Test (WBRT), the results of audio-visual 

physical fatigue then classified into four levels. The levels are normal, mild, medium, and severe. There is no 

participant experienced the normal audio-visual physical fatigue. There were 7 participants in group 2 experienced the 

mild level of audio physical fatigue. Then it was followed by the participants in group 3 with 5 participants 

experiencing the mild level. There were 3 participants in group 1 experiencing the mild level of audio physical fatigue. 

Altogether there were 15 participants experiencing the mild level of audio physical fatigue. 

There were 9 participants in group 1 experienced the medium level of audio physical fatigue. Then, there are 8 

participants in group 2 experienced the medium level. Meanwhile, there were 6 participants in group 3 experienced the 

medium level of audio physical fatigue. The total number of participants experiencing the medium level of audio 

physical fatigue was 23 participants. 

There was only one participant of each age group experiencing the severe level of audio physical fatigue. It 

means that there were 3 participants experiencing this level.  

After measuring the physical fatigue using Whole Body Reaction Test (WBRT), the results of audio-visual 

physical fatigue then classified into four levels. The levels are normal, mild, medium, and severe. There is no 

participant experienced the normal audio-visual physical fatigue. There were 7 participants in group 2 experienced the 

mild level of audio physical fatigue. Then it was followed by the participants in group 3 with 5 participants 

experiencing the mild level. There were 3 participants in group 1 experiencing the mild level of audio physical fatigue. 

Altogether there were 15 participants experiencing the mild level of audio physical fatigue. 

There were 9 participants in group 1 experienced the medium level of audio physical fatigue. Then, there are 8 

participants in group 2 experienced the medium level. Meanwhile, there were 6 participants in group 3 experienced the 

medium level of audio physical fatigue. The total number of participants experiencing the medium level of audio 

physical fatigue was 23 participants. 

There was only one participant of each age group experiencing the severe level of audio physical fatigue. It 

means that there were 3 participants experiencing this level. 
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Figure 2. Visual Physical Fatigue Measurement 

 

It was not different from the audio physical fatigue, there was no participant experiencing the normal level in 

visual audio physical fatigue. Then, there was 1 participant from group 1 who experienced the mild level of visual 

physical fatigue. There were 2 participants from group 2 experienced the mild level of visual physical fatigue. And 

there were 3 participants from group 3 experienced the mild level of visual physical fatigue. The total numbers were 6 

participants experienced the mild level of visual physical fatigue. 

The numbers of participants experiencing the medium level of visual physical fatigue were 19 participants. 

There were 6 participants experiencing the visual physical fatigue from group 1. This number was also found in group 

3. While in group 2, it was found that there were 7 participants experiencing the visual physical fatigue in medium 

level. 

The participants in this research who the experienced severe visual physicals level fatigue are less than the 

participants who experienced the medium level of visual physical fatigue. It was found that there were 16 participants 

who experienced the severe level of visual physical fatigue. These numbers were spread from age group 1, 2, and 3. 

There were 6 participants in group 1, seven participants in group 2, and 3 participants in group 3. It was noted that there 

were less participants in group 3 who experienced the severe level of visual physical fatigue than the participants from 

other groups. In which it was known that the participants in group 3 are older that other groups. 

Mental Fatigue Measurement 

The next data were gained from measuring the mental fatigue using Bourdon Wiersman test. There were 3 

types of mental fatigue analysed in this test. The first type was mental fatigue on working speed which meant that the 

participants experienced the mental fatigue due to the working speed. The second type is mental fatigue on working 

accuracy which meant that the participants experienced fatigue by working accurately. The last type was mental fatigue 

on working consistency. It meant that the participants experienced the mental fatigue dealing with working consistently.  

There were 4 levels of mental fatigue classified in this measurement; they were good, fair, adequate, and 

doubtful level. In the first type of mental fatigue on working speed, it was found that there were 37 participants 

experiencing good level of mental fatigue on working speed. It means that most of the participants did not experience 

mental fatigue on working speed. The participants spread in all age groups. There were 12 participants in group 1, 14 

participants in group 2, and 11 participants in group 3. Meanwhile, there were 3 participants experiencing fair level of 
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mental fatigue on working speed. There was only 1 participant from age group 1 and 2 participants from group 2. There 

was no participant experiencing the fail level of mental fatigue on working speed from group 3. On the other hand, there 

was 1 participant from group 3 experiencing adequate level of mental fatigue on working speed but there was no 

participant from other groups. There was no participant from all groups experiencing the doubtful level of mental 

fatigue on working speed. 

 

 

Figure 3. Mental Fatigue on Working Speed Measurement 

 

It was very different from first type, in the second type of mental fatigue on working accuracy, it was found 

that there was no participant experiencing good and fair level of this mental fatigue. There were 10 participants 

experiencing an adequate level of mental fatigue on working accuracy from group 1, group 2 are 13 participants, then 

group 3 has 4 participants. This number showed that younger participants more experienced mental fatigue on working 

accuracy than the old ones. 

On the other hand, 3 participants in group 1 and 2 experiencing doubtful level of mental fatigue on working 

accuracy. There were 8 participants experiencing doubtful level of mental fatigue on working accuracy. It meant that 

the older participants had problem with mental fatigue on working accuracy. 

 

 

Figure 4. Mental Fatigue on Working Accuracy Measurement 
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In line with mental fatigue on working accuracy, there was also no participant experiencing mental fatigue on 

working consistency in good and fair level. But, there was one participant from group 3 experiencing fair level of 

mental fatigue on working consistency. There were 23 participants experiencing mental fatigue on working consistency. 

There were 8 participants from group 1, 10 participants from 2, and 5 participants from group 3. In doubtful level of 

mental fatigue on working consistency, it was found that there were 5 participants from group 1, 6 participants from 

group 2, and 6 participants from group 3. It can be seen from the Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5. Mental Fatigue on Working Consistency Measurement 

 

III. Results and Discussion 

Fatigue during working is the problem which is faced by almost all of the employees in the world. Whatever 

the occupation, the employees must have experienced fatigue in working. The levels of fatigue are different among the 

employees based on the kinds of their occupations. Some studies have been conducted to measure the fatigue levels on 

employees. In this study, the fatigue levels were measured on employees working with computers. Working with 

computers is assumed as the easy work since the employees do not perform many physical activities. So, this study tried 

to prove this argument whether it is accepted or not. 

Reaction time is an important component of motor movements. It is one of the important methods to study a 

person’s central information processing speed and fast coordinated peripheral movement response. Audio-visual 

reaction time is the time taken by an individual to react to an auditory or visual stimulus respectively. Whole body 

reaction time determines the time taken for moving the whole body in various directions in response to visual stimuli. 

Almost half of the employees or around 56,10% experienced audio physical fatigue. More employees in the 

first group (39,13%) experienced this fatigue. It is quite surprising that the employee with the younger age experienced 

more audio physical fatigue than the employees with older age. Only a few employees experienced the severe audio 

physical fatigue.  

On the other hand, most of the employees experienced the severe visual physical fatigue. It is a common 

problem found in people working with computers since working with computer needs more visual activities. The 

finding in this study is more employees with younger age suffered from visual physical fatigue than the older 
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employees. It indicates that the young computer users do not take care of their eyes health during the working time. The 

further study needs to conduct to analyse this phenomena. 

Some workers have no difficulty with working speed as a result of mental fatigue. Obviously, their work is 

easier to complete by using machines. In the meantime, older workers had difficulty coping with emotional exhaustion. 

The quality of their research was difficult for most older workers. That is not the case with younger workers. This 

finding can be related with the other trial who found that the response time of the entire body in older age groups is 

substantially increased. There may be a variety of potential explanations for this delay: 

1. Axonal and progressing age degeneration and axonal shrinkage. It not only increases mental recovery 

time, but also reduces the pace at which neurons are stimulated.  

2. Lack of coordination with the elderly due to incapacity to keep the balance between agonists and 

muscles of antagonists, particularly when moving rapidly.  

3. Motor skills can be decreased by increasing age.  

The audio-visual and body response times rise as age increases with both of these factors. The practical 

consequence of this result is that elderly people must be vigilant during general movements, since in an unexpected 

emergency they cannot respond rapidly. To order to avoid future accidents, more rigorous measures will also be applied 

for renewal of driving license to higher age groups.  

This study also revealed that most of the employees experienced the mental fatigue on working consistency. 

They were having problem to work consistently using the computers. But there was one employee did not experience 

this condition. This employee came from the third group which means this employee was old in age.  

The findings revealed that most workers felt an acceptable degree of intellectual exhaustion. This is 

recommended to the institutional to reduce the emotional and physical exhaustion of workers. It can then be inferred 

that workers operating with a university machine felt emotional and physical fatigue. Further research has to be carried 

out into the origin of fatigue. The fatigue assessment of lecturers and students will also be a possible research in the 

future. 

 

IV. Conclusion  

After analysing the data and making the discussion, it can be concluded that age is not the onset factor for the 

fatigue experienced by the computer users. The elderly group was having physical and mental fatigue on particular 

types and so was the younger group. Age is not the factor for the employees experiencing fatigue. The further study is 

needed to perform to find out the cause of the fatigue on the computer users in Indonesia. 
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